Outdoor Sports Models

Outdoor Sports Models are sporty apparel designed for Country wear. The art of furnishing to the apparel the smartness and comfort for the Town and Country Sports Wear.

Sports goods is a department in Designing entirely by itself, a real mannish simplicity.

The Art of Designing in this Branch is the creating of Novelties of Art for practical diversions. For example, the Sports Models given. The Wardrobe consists of:

1. Knickers.
3. A Skirt that is convertible into a Cape.
4. A Negligee Coat Shirt.

Exhibition No. 1. The Model displays the Jumper and Knicker combination.

Exhibition No. 2. The Model displays the Negligee Shirt and Skirt combination.

Exhibition No. 3. The Model displays the Skirt now converted into a Cape and Knickers.

An Outfit complete for Outdoor Life. And a suitable wardrobe for a Smart Week End Kit.

Your Lines in Outdoor Sports Models become inventions and useful ideas. Everything must be simple in character and line and with durableness.

Modeling

1. Knickers.

Take your regular working Block and extend your lines down 26 inches below the Tight or Normal Waist Line. Do not Spring. Take Blue Square and measure down on a straight Center Front Line 14 inches for the crotch dot. Measure out either 2 inches or whatever extension is needed in the Model. From the crotch point draw up to center point Waist Line. On the bottom line (which is supposed to represent the length from the Waist to the Knees), measure one inch from straight line dot. From this point measure across 3/4 of the knee measurement. Here it is 7 inches dot. From these two dots on the bottom line measure up 4 inches for the tight part of the knickers.

One hundred forty-seven
dot. Draw lines up parallel to straight front line. From the front 4-inch point draw a line up to the crotch point. On the side line between the waist line and the 26-inch point divide into one-half, dot. From this point measure out 2 inches dot. Take Red Curve and draw in the curve of the side line of the Knickers. Or this may be added in by free hand drawing. Draw line from the Waist to the top of the 4-inch point on the right side. On Normal Waist Line between Center Front and Side Seam Line divide into one-half dot. At this point mark for a dart. Or you may make two darts (smaller in size) on each side.

The Back is done the same with the exception of the fullness applied in the seat. Divide between waist line and crotch point into one-half dot, then, divide into one-half, again dot. At this point insert a spring ¼ width in and a spring 2 inches above and 2 inches below. Spring one inch at bottom, tapering to nothing. The 4-inch point is measured up on the Center Back Straight Line. On the bottom line you measure over the ¼ of the measurement of the knee just the same as the front. All the other rules for the Back are the same.

Build same on a 1½ inch Belt.

If you wish to add pockets you cut as follows: Measure 2 inches down, 3 inches over from the Center Front dot. Draw 2-inch line. Measure 2½ inches down from belt seam point on side seam line. Draw a line from this point over to the 2-inch point. Cut the Body part of the knickers along this line. Also cut the separate extra piece for the pocket with an extension that goes 2 inches below the top line of the pocket. Add your belt straps or slots. Add extra blind piece on one side for 4 buttons (Center Front). One side make double for button holes.


Take your regular working block and add your Semi-Fit Silhouette Lines 15 inches below Tight or Normal Waist Line. Spring every inch from bottom line up to Semi-Fit Waist Line. Add straight Shoulder seam.

The Flap front is made by measuring 2 inches over from Line One on Chest Line and dot. On Neck line from Center Front and Side Seam divide into one-half dot. From this point draw a line down to dot on Chest Line. When a line is cut open you will have to add an extension to one side so it will be a blind piece to go under for buttons or fasteners for the other line. For pocket divide into ¼ on waist line dot. Measure 2 inches down, dot.

One hundred forty-eight
Draw line 3 inches for width, dot. Then measure across 4 inches, dot. Draw from top dot down to this point. Cut open and bind edges.

The Sleeve is a regular sleeve reduced to a tight Model. Making about 6 inches around wrist, graduating up to arm hole.

Measure the collar from the Line of the flap front. Around neck from one side to the other. Draw a straight line to the amount of this measurement. Divide line into one-half dot. Measure up the back of the neck measurement at this point. Draw a straight line up the width of the collar. At each end draw straight line up the width of the collar. At this point measure out the back of the neck measurement, dot. Draw down from this point to the end of the collar. Curve the edge line of your collar. There is no springing in this collar.

3. Negligee Coat Shirt. Follow same by the heavy dotted lines on diagram.

Take your regular working block and add the Semi-Fit Silhouette Lines. Make same 15 inches in length below Normal Waist Line. Divide into one-half on side seam between Waist Line and length line dot. Measure in one inch at this point and start curve for the tail of the shirt. Extend each side of the shirt one inch center front for the buttoning. The Back is done the same.

Negligee shirts have yokes, so take your regular working block and raise the shoulder seam line until it rests directly on top of the shoulder. This is done by adding one inch up on back and arm hole point. From this point draw seam to neck line. Front measure down one inch on arm hole line dot. From this point draw line up to neck line. Take these two straight shoulder seam lines Back and Front and put together. In center back measure down one inch dot. \(\frac{3}{4}\) in from shoulder seam line on arm hole line dot. Draw a line from this dot to center back dot. On Front on arm hole line measure \(1\frac{3}{4}\) inches dot. On neck line measure \(1\frac{3}{4}\) inches dot. Draw line from this dot to the arm hole dot. Trace off your small yoke. Also the seam lines for the Body part of the negligee shirt.

The Sleeve is a regular sleeve with seam transferred to under the arm. This is accomplished by taking the regular block. Cut same at the elbow. Place top piece so Line One will become straight. Take the under arm piece and cut directly down the center and place each piece in regular formation on each side of the top block. So that the under arm arm-hole line will continue around. Separate at the bottom about one inch on each side of the top piece.

One hundred forty-nine
Measure up 3 inches from wrist and draw bottom line across at this point. As cuff goes on.

Cuffs: Measure wrist around and make line that length. Measure up the width and draw a line up to that amount. Double same as the cuff is folded. This cuff is 3 inches in width, doubled makes 6 inches. Round the top corners to about one inch each side. Put button holes clear through.

Soft Collar: Measure neck around and make line to that length with an extension of one inch on each side for the buttoning. The height of the collar band is 1½ inches. Curve one side and slant the other. The collar portion slants from the one inch point in on top of neck band. The width on the ends are 2¼ inches and in the center back 1¾ inches. Sew the collar onto the neck band.

4. Skirt. Which is transferrable into a Cape:

Take the bottom portion of your regular block and add the lines of a skirt 30 inches in length.

Make the Belt tight and place the same on the Chemise Waist Line. Make about 2 inches in width. Make extension of one inch for the round ends and fastening.

The skirt is in one width and has one seam on right side which is only snapped together. Allow about one inch extension on each side for overlapping so snaps can be used. The skirt is put onto the belt in graduated fullness. Fringe the edges.

This Model comprising all pieces was made of Henna colored Tweed.